
TO ORDER, CALL 630.359.4090 OR VISIT 
ARTEMISBIOSOLUTIONS.COM

MSR PLUS
REMOVES MOLD AND MILDEW STAINING 
FROM ANY HARD SURFACE WITHIN MINUTES.

WATCH STAINS DISAPPEAR.

Ideal for use in attics, crawl spaces, basements, and 
confined areas, Artemis’ MSR PLUS is a proprietary, 
ready-to-use, low-odor formula that removes tough 
mold and mildew staining in minutes.  No surface is a 
lost cause with MSR PLUS.  Restore stained surfaces 
to their former glory.  

Simply spray MSR PLUS on wood, lumber, vinyl 
siding, concrete, tile, grout, fiberglass and other 
hard surfaces, and watch stains disappear. 

Formulated for professional remedia-
tors and contractors to reduce 
labor, time and costs. 



 
MSR PLUS FEATURES & BENEFITS

TO PREVENT FUTURE STAINING

MSR PLUS AVAILABLE SIZES

SIZES CASES

Gallon MSR PLUS

 2.5 Gallon MSR PLUS

4/case

2/case

LBS.

41

52

L

13”

14”

W

13”

10”

H

13”

16”

PER PALLET PALLET LBS.

36

36

1526

1927

EFFECTIVE
Remove staining and restore surfaces 
with one application using a standard 
chemical-resistant, garden type pump 
sprayer or hand trigger sprayer. 

LOW ODOR
Low-odor formula with no 
overpowering chemical smell.

MSR PLUS eliminates staining and discoloration on various building materials, 
including wood, stone, concrete, siding, and other various hard surfaces.   

To protect the surface from future staining it is highly recommended treating the 
substrate with an EPA-registered fungicide, like Artemis' Bio-Oxygen® Mold 100. 
MSR PLUS treats the staining and following with a fungicide helps prevent mold, 
mildew, and algae from returning. 

After using MSR PLUS and allowing the substrate to completely dry, follow the 
treated surfaces with an application of Bio-Oxygen® Mold 100 using your preferred 
application method.  By using both products consecutively, the staining and the 
source of the staining is addressed in an effective one-two punch. 

FAST-ACTING
Removes stains in minutes. 

READY-TO-USE
No mixing required.

COVERAGE
Using a standard chemical-resistant 
pump sprayer, 1 gallon typically covers 
200-250 square feet of moderate 
staining.  For more severe staining, an 
additional application may be needed. 
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